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Abstract :
In order to clarify the
information processing of hyper-function of
the brain, the event-related potentials(ERPs)
elicited during the remembering task were
measured using a new technique named the
sequential difference method. The detected
remembering- releva nt wa v efo rm s appeared jus t
followed the P3 waye in the opposite polarity.
The distributions of the ERPs associated with
remembering on a head were observed on the
frontal region in the right hemisphere of the
brain.

input equivalent noises were two micro-volt per root
herlz.l\e 42 db/oct. low pass filters were rxed to limit
the frequency 0.2 to 40 Hz. The amplified EEG signals
were acquired to the personal computer using an A/D
converter Here, the potentials were averaged 60 times.
The positions of electrodes were based on the
international 10-20 method and the reference was taken
from the electrodes on earlobes. Subjects were grounded at
the nose top to diminish the noise. Further, the EOGs
were monitored to extract the signals that include the
EOG from the average.

Procedure

INTRODUCTION
A lot of studies of brain hyper-functions
especially about cognition and human memory are going
on in relation to human interfaces, neural networks and so
on[1-7]. In the cognitive or medical sciences, a large
number of studies on the event-related potentials(ERPs)
were carried out. However, there appeared a few reports on
the brain hyper-firnctions using the ERPs, because it was
difficult to measure the signals.
In this report, the ERPs elicited during the
remembering task were measured to clarify the
information processing of hyper- functions of the brain.

However, the amplitudes of ERPs associated with
remembering were small, and the latencies of their were

unknown. Then, a new technique named the sequential
difference method was introduced[8]. Using this new
technique, the ERPs associated with remembering were
detected clearly. The distributions of the ERPs associated
with remembering on a head were analyzed by the

named the sequential difference method was introduced.

The procedure of the method was as follows. At
first, pseudo chemical element symbols were introduced

with chemical element symbols

as target

stimuli. And

a

nonsense symbol was also introduced as a non-target

stimulus. Then, the appearance ratio of pseudo element
symbols, chemical element symbols and a nonsense
symbol on CRT was L : 1. : 3. Here, a subject was
demanded to remember the names only of the chemical
element symbols. Therefore pseudo element symbols and
element symbols were presented as the oddball stimuli,
the potentials included the P3 potential that was well
known as the ERP associated with cognition. Therefore,
the potentials which subtract the potentials elicited by a
pseudo element symbol from those elicited by an element
symbol showed only the remembering relevant
component. Other unnecessary components were canceled

by carrying out subtraction on each pair potentials of
target stimuli. Thereafter the subtracted potentials were
averaged in 60 times.

topography.

METHOD
Six subjects, 2\ to ?3 years old, participated in
the study.

According to the preliminary study, the ERPs
elicited by remembering were small signals and the
latencies of they were unknown. Then, a new technique

RESULTS

A subject looked at a chemical element symbol

on a computer-contolled CRT display and was demanded
a shielding room. The
presented
stimuli were
in 40 msec. The EEGs were
recorded fr om Ag-AgCl biopotential electrodes using
instrumentation amplifiers in 16 channels. The
amplitudes of amplifiers were fifty thousand times and the

to remember the name of it in

The ERPs elicited during the remembering task
were clearly measured using the sequential difference

method. Figure 1 shows one of lhe measured results. The

ERPs relevant to remembering are öserved clearly in the
figures as the negative component, in spite of small
amplitude. [t was confirmed that the components relevant
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to the remembering follow the P3 potentials which
elicited by cognition.

are

Topography
The distributions of the ERPs on a head were
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analyznd by topographies. To make the averaged

topography, the data of topographies in six persons are
aver4ged after the normalization among individual data of
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